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UPDATE  

After a successful return to the winter semester and welcoming new volunteers, the 

QSCC is looking forward to our annual mixer, Sex and the Steel City week, and new 

events and collaborations on campus. 

 

SERVICE USAGE  

Service usage has been as expected so far this semester, maintaining numbers for both 

our social space and our library.  

 

In the second week of the semester, we hosted another volunteer training, welcoming 

another 10 volunteers to our ranks. This will help us maintain better shift coverage of 

both the desk and the social space. 

 

PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

Regularly scheduled meetings have continued, such as Newcomers, Trans* friendly 

swim, and the Blurred Lines Book Club. Our book club has expanded this semester to 

include accompanying film adaptations of the books to make meetings and discussions 

more accessible. We have also ceased our partnership with Bryan Prince Bookseller, 

where we formerly hosted the meetings, to make the meetings more accessible to those 

wishing to remain on campus.  

 

We hosted a successful volunteer training in the beginning of this semester, which is a 

great opportunity not only to have better shift coverage, but also to increase centre usage.  

 

Other events hosted in January/early February were a successful board games night, as 

well as a planned Ace discussion night, which was cancelled due to the university closing 

for weather conditions. Mohawk’s Pride group hosted a McMaster/Mohawk queer mixer 

on Jan 30, with our input, which was the first tangible collaboration between our two 

groups, which is an exciting move forward.  

 

UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

 

We have several events and collaborations coming up for the centre. We will be having 

our first ever major volunteer appreciation mixer, hosted at the Marauder Pub, on Friday, 
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Feb. 7. We are also in the midst of planning our annual spring mixer, and we hope to 

announce the location and theme soon.  

 

Other events that are coming soon are an Ally training, in collaboration with SHEC for 

SHEC week, DDR/wii night, and a reprise of our successful speed dating event. 

 

BUDGET  

As mentioned in the last report, we spent more extensively on MacPride than usual. Our 

only major expenditure we foresee is our spring mixer, which, after being reformatted 

last year, costs us a fraction compared to our former formal. We expect it to cost around 

$600-700, not including the funds received for selling tickets. We are also hoping to 

introduce a sliding scale for the event to make it more financially accessible.  

 

Last year, with VP Finance Jeff W., we had also allocated funds towards a new LED 

television for the centre, mainly to reallocated space in the centre and to more easily host 

our popular movie nights. Our budget as is should allow for this expenditure.  

 

CURRENT CHALLENGES  

In trying to book a MUSC room for our DDR/video game night, originally scheduled for 

the last week of January, we were unable to book a MUSC room because ResLife had 

booked all rooms for 3 entire days. We found this exclusivity very frustrating, as it 

completely inhibited our event and service delivery at that time, and at the same time 

preventing ALL student groups from accessing this easily booked space.  

 

SUCCESSES   

Our smaller events have been a great success for us recently, and have been a great way 

to bridge the gap between our larger events like MacPride and our spring mixer.  


